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The job interview is considered as one of the most essential tasks in talent recruitment, which forms a bridge

between candidates and employers in fitting the right person for the right job. While substantial efforts have

been made on improving the job interview process, it is inevitable to have biased or inconsistent interview

assessment due to the subjective nature of the traditional interview process. To this end, in this article, we

propose three novel approaches to intelligent job interview by learning the large-scale real-world interview

data. Specifically, we first develop a preliminary model, named Joint Learning Model on Interview Assess-

ment (JLMIA), to mine the relationship among job description, candidate resume, and interview assessment.

Then, we further design an enhanced model, named Neural-JLMIA, to improve the representative capability

by applying neural variance inference. Last, we propose to refine JLMIA with Refined-JLMIA (R-JLMIA) by

modeling individual characteristics for each collection, i.e., disentangling the core competences from resume

and capturing the evolution of the semantic topics over different interview rounds. As a result, our approaches

can effectively learn the representative perspectives of different job interview processes from the successful

job interview records in history. In addition, we exploit our approaches for two real-world applications, i.e.,

person-job fit and skill recommendation for interview assessment. Extensive experiments conducted on real-

world data clearly validate the effectiveness of our models, which can lead to substantially less bias in job

interviews and provide an interpretable understanding of job interview assessment.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As one of the most important functions in human resource management, talent recruitment aims
at acquiring the right talents for organizations and always has a direct impact on business success.
As indicated in an article from Forbes, US corporations spend nearly 72 billion dollars each year on
a variety of recruiting services, and the worldwide amount is likely three times bigger [4]. In par-
ticular, job interview, usually consisting of the pre-screening stage followed by multiple in-person
interview rounds, is considered as one of the most useful tools and the final testing ground for
evaluating potential employees in the hiring process. It has attracted more and more attention in
human resource management [10, 25, 62]. While substantial efforts have been made on the im-
provement of the job interview process, the traditional interview process has a substantial risk of
bias due to the subjective nature of the process. Sometimes, due to the mismatching between inter-
viewers and candidates, several interviewers, such as HR recruiters and junior interviewers, may
not have the sufficient domain knowledge to find crucial directions for assessing the candidate’s
abilities. As a result, their decisions in the pre-screening stage or initial interview may be biased.
Meanwhile, different interviewers may have different technical backgrounds or different experi-
ence levels in personal qualities, which may cause inconsistent evaluation criteria and partial or
biased assessment reports for in-person interviews.
Recently, the Artificial Intelligence (AI) trend has made its way to talent recruitment, such

as job recommendation [37, 43, 45, 46, 74, 77], talent flow [12, 31, 38, 67], and market trend anal-
ysis [68, 76]. Among them, some efforts have also been made on enhancing the quality and ex-
perience of job interview [47, 56]. They usually aim at recommending discriminative interview
questions based on the job description or resume to test the candidate’s qualification. However,
none of them has involved the interview assessment collected from the experienced interviewers,
which contains the crucial focus and perspectives investigated in the real-world interviews. Along
this line, a critical challenge is how to reveal the latent relationships between job position and can-
didate, and further form perspectives for effective interview assessment. Intuitively, experienced
interviewers could discover the topic-level correlation between job description and resume, and
then design interview details to measure the suitability of applicants. As a motivation example
shown in Figure 1, a candidate for “image algorithm engineer”, who has rich experience in im-
age processing based on machine learning, should be interviewed with questions not only about
“programming”, “C++”, but also specific machine learning approaches, such as “Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN)”, based on their historical experiences. Thus, there often exists a strong
correlation among job descriptions, resumes and interview assessments.
Meanwhile, in order to capture the effective representation of all three collections, respectively,

another essential challenge is how tomodel individual characteristics for each collection. To be spe-
cific, first, job descriptions are usually more abstract than resumes and interview assessments, and
candidates with different backgrounds may be suitable for the same job. Thus, there exist distant
diversity levels between job descriptions with resumes and interview assessments. Second, not all
content in a resume is equally important to demonstrate the candidate’s competences. For exam-
ple, some individual capacities, that may not link to the job very well, catch less attention from
recruiters and interviewers, like the second experience in Figure 1. Therefore, it would be more
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Fig. 1. A motivating example. Due to the limited space, we have condensed essential context without im-

pacting meaning for all three types of texts. In particular, in the interview assessment report, ✩ and � rep-

resents the skill keywords investigated and assessment reported by interviewers in each interview round,

respectively.

reasonable to disentangle the candidate’s core competences related to this specific job with other
personal capacities. Third, in order to assess the fitness between job posting and candidates thor-
oughly and in-depth, the goal and focus of evaluation often vary over multiple interview rounds,
meanwhile. Generally, a three-round interview commonly consists of a basic aptitude investiga-
tion round, core technical estimation round, and another evaluation round from a comprehensive
and high-level perspective in turn. Take the same candidate in Figure 1 as an example. In the first
interview round, the basic programming and machine learning skills and concepts have been in-
vestigated, such as “C++”, “quick sort”, “Support Vector Machine (SVM)”, and “precision-recall”.
Then, detailed technology and algorithm related to job requirements and candidates’ experiences
were estimated deeply in the second round with keywords “Convolutional Neural Network

(CNN)”, “image processing” , “face recognition”, and “memory allocation”. Last, the third round
aimed at evaluating candidates from a holistic perspective, involving more explorations on his-
torical projects, even personality and emotion. Thus, how to model the evolution of the semantic
information over different interview rounds becomes another problem.
In this article, we propose three approaches (i.e., Joint Learning Model on Interview Asses-

ment (JLMIA), Neural-JLMIA, and Refined-JLMIA (R-JLMIA)) to address the above challenges.
The core goals of our approaches are to mine semantic topic spaces in the job description, resume,
and interview assessment, respectively, learn their effective representations, and further reveal the
relationships among them. As the overview shown in Figure 2, we design our approaches based
on topic models, which are well-known for the effective representation with high interpretability
to explain the hidden decision logic [11]. With the learned topic distribution for each document as
the representation, a variety of applications can be enabled for effective and efficient real-world job
interviews. Here, we develop two real-world applications, i.e, person-job fit and skill recommenda-
tion for interview assessment. They aim at assisting recruiters or junior interviewers in measuring
the matching degree between the job and candidate, and helps interviewers design objective and
effective interview procedures, respectively.
To be specific, first, we aim at directly achieving the primary goal of modeling the relationship

among job descriptions, candidate resumes, and interview assessments. To this end, we adopted
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Fig. 2. An overview of our approaches and applications. As shown in the left side, with all three collections as

the input, our approaches can output their topic spaces, respectively, where a semantic topic is represented

as a word distribution on the vocabulary. Each document in each collection can be represented effectively

as the distribution on the corresponding topic space, i.e., topic distribution. As shown in the right side, given

the pair of a job description and a resume as the input, the application of person-job fit outputs the matching

degree between job and candidate. The application of skill recommendation for interview assessment outputs

the ranked keywords that may be investigated in the following interview round.

an approach proposed in our own prior work [55] called JLMIA. This approach assumes that
resumes and interview assessments can be modeled using the same topic distribution, which is
generated from job descriptions that the specific candidate applied to. Then, the corresponding
variational inference approach is designed to infer latent variables. As a result, JLMIA has
achieved great performance in representative learning perspectives of different job interview
processes from the historically successful job interview records. However, variational inference
used in JLMIA requires arduous mathematical derivation and lacks the flexibility of adapting to
more expressive conditional information and dependence assumption. Fortunately,Neural Topic
Models (NTMs) [39, 58] have recently been proposed to infer the semantic topic space with the
neural network, which is flexible and expressive. Inspired by this, we first build a model, named
Neural-JLMIA, equipped with the same dependence assumption as JLMIA but a neural variational
inference similar to NMTs. Neural-JLMIA demonstrates consistent, even more comparative,
performance on document modeling and real-world applications with JLMIA.
Furthermore, we propose to refine JLMIA with R-JLMIA by modeling individual characteristics

for each collection. To be specific, our R-JLMIA consists of three components. First, we utilize the
NTM model to distill the latent ability-aware job representation from the job description. Second,
a novel NTM, named Competence Dismantled NTM (CDNTM), is proposed to disentangle the
core competences. That is, we define a competence-related latent variable tied with job description,
and apply another secondary variable to model other personal capacities without conditional in-
formation. Third, we turn to capture the evolution of the semantic topics over different interview
rounds, and propose Sequential Assessment NTM (SANTM). It applies a Long Short-Term

Memory (LSTM) network on the latent variables of different interview rounds, with the latent
representations of job and resume as the conditional information. In addition, we provide solu-
tions for two real-world applications based on our approaches, namely person-job fit and skill rec-
ommendation for interview assessment. Finally, extensive experiments conducted on large-scale
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real-world data clearly validate the effectiveness of our models, which can lead to substantially
less bias in job interviews and provide a valuable understanding of job interview assessment.
We summarize the contributions of the article as follows:

— To our best knowledge, we are the first to provide an interpretable understanding of job
interview assessment by jointly model job description, resume, and interview assessment.

— We propose three novel approaches, namely JLMIA, Neural-JLMIA, and R-JLMIA, to model
the relationship among job descriptions, resumes, and interview assessments. In particular,
our R-JLMIA can further capture the individual characteristics of each collection effectively,
such as disentangling the core competences in resumes and learning the evolution of seman-
tic topics in each interview round.

— Two real-world applications, namely person-job fit and skill recommendation for interview
assessment are developed based on our approaches.

— Extensive experiments and discussions conducted on large-scale real-world data clearly val-
idate the effectiveness of our models, whether in terms of text modeling or performance on
two applications.

Overview. The rest of this article is organized as follows: in Section 2, we briefly introduce
some related literature of our study; in Section 3, we introduce the preliminaries and formally de-
fine our problem; JLMIA model will be introduced in Section 4; then, we extended JLMIA with
Neural-JLMIA in Section 5; our novel R-JLMIA model is described in Section 6; in addition, we
would introduce two important applications based on R-JLMIA, i.e., person-job fit and skill rec-
ommendation for interview assessment, in Section 7; the performance of our models would be
evaluated in Section 8, with some further discussions and case studies; finally, we conclude this
article in Section 9.

2 RELATEDWORK

In this section, we will briefly review the relevant literatures of our study, which can be grouped
into two categories: Recruitment Analysis and Text Mining with Topic Model.
Recruitment Analysis.With the importance of talents at an all time high and the availability

of recruitment big data, recruitment analysis has been attractingmore andmore attentions [47, 61].
One of the most striking topics is named Person-job Fit [53], which aims at measuring the degree
of fitness between job and candidates and recommend talents for suitable positions. Early methods
include treating it as a job/candidate recommendation problem, which can be dated back to Mali-
nowski et al. [37] in 2006, where the authors tried to find a good match between talents and jobs by
two distinct recommendation systems. Then, inspired by the idea of recommendation system, Lee
and Brusilovsky [28] induced a comprehensive job recommendation system equipped with four
recommendationmethods for meeting diversified needs form job seekers. Furthermore, Paparrizos
et al. [43] exploited all historical job transitions as well as the data associated with employees and
institutions to predict the next job transition of employees. Also, Diaby et al. [15] combined users’
profiles and social network-based data to propose jobs for Fackbook and LinkdIn users. Hong et al.
[22] enhanced the recommendation performance by extending users’ profile dynamically by job
application records and their behaviors. Recently, the deep learning and text mining techniques
has been applied to automatically learn representations for job and candidates. For instances, Zhu
et al. [77] developed a bipartite CNNs to effectively learn the joint representation of applicant
profile and job requirement for matching talents to suitable jobs. Qin et al. [45, 46] proposed
a word-level semantic representation model for both job requirements and job seekers’ experi-
ences based on Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and hierarchical attention mechanism. And,
the model proposed by Bian et al. [5] can capture the global semantic interactions between two
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sentences from a job posting and a candidate resume, respectively. Different from those works,
which need additional supervised information to enhance performance, we aims at exploring the la-
tent relationship among job, resume, and interview assessment in an unsupervised manner, which
can also provide solutions for person-job fit with interpretable representation.
Besides the match of talents and jobs [49], researchers are also devoted to analyzing recruit-

ment market from more novel perspective. For example, in term of market trends analysis, Zhu
et al. [76] perceived recruitment market trends by leveraging unsupervised latent variable model.
Li et al. [33, 34] developed company profiles and predict salaries from an employee’s perspective
based on collaborative topic regression. Xu et al. [68] attempted tomodel the popularity of job skills
that help job seekers to design individual job career with suitable skills. Sun et al. [60] modeled the
market-oriented job skill valuation by applying cooperative composition neural networks. Further-
more, they proposed to recommend job skills for job seekers by reinforcement learning [59]. As
for the talent flow analysis, Cheng et al. [12] constructed an inter-company job-hopping network
from various social media sources to model job transition activities and rank influential companies.
Zhang et al. [71, 72] modeled the large-scale talent flow with factor models or graph embedding
technologies. Furthermore, Meng et al. [38] exploited a hierarchical neural network structure with
embedded attention mechanism for characterizing both the internal and external job mobility. In
Xu et al. [67] , authors designed a talent circle detection model and created the job transition net-
work that benefit organizations for hiring the right talent from the right source. Zhang et al. [73]
utilized attention networks to forecast talent demand of companies. Wang et al. [65] applied deep
collaborative models to model employees’ career trajectory.
Recently, some studies have also been developed to enhance the quality and experience of job

interview. Shi et al. [56] developed one two-stage deep learning model aiming to automatically
generate screening questions for a given job description. Qin et al. [47] proposed a personalized
question recommender system to create in-depth skill assessment questions based on job posting
and resume dataset. However, most of them did not considered the interview assessments collected
from experienced interviewers, which contains the important clues and focus for candidate evalu-
ation during the real-world interviews, especially for the face-to-face interviews. Therefore, in this
article, we proposed a novel approach for intelligent job interview assessment by jointly modelling
job description, resume, and interview assessment from large-scale real-world interview data.
Text Mining with Topic Model. Probabilistic topic models are capable of grouping seman-

tic coherent words into human interpretable topics. As an important member of archetypal topic
models, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [9] has a lot of extensions [30, 51, 57, 69] with vari-
ous applications [13, 23, 29, 75]. Among them, some works focus on modeling multiple categories
of documents and exploring the relations among them. In some cases, researchers assumed that
there exist shared latent topic distribution among document collections with high correlation. For
example, Mimno et al. [41] designed a polylingual topic model that discovers topics aligned across
multiple languages. Pyo et al. [44] proposed a novel model to learn the shared topic distribution be-
tween users and TV programs for TV program recommendation. In some other cases, researchers
attempted to model time-evolving statistical properties of sequential document datasets. For in-
stance, In order to model the evolution of both topic’s word distribution and popularity over
time, Blei et al. [8] proposed the Dynamic topic model (DTM), which depicts the topic trans-
formation with the Gaussian distribution. Further, iDTM [1], which is one variant of DTM, can
accommodate the evolution of topic number by leveraging the recurrent Chinese restaurant

franchise (RCRF) process. Moreover, some other models focus on explaining how the topic pop-
ularity changewithin the fixed semantic topic space.Wang et al. [66] presented the topics over time
model to captures topic popularity over time via a beta distribution. SeqLDA [17] and AdaTM [16]
utilizes Poisson-Dirichlet Process to model how topics evolve among segments in a document.
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Indeed, in the last decade, the population of probabilistic topic model mostly benefited from
efficient inference by utilizing exploiting conjugacy with variational techniques, especially mean
field methods, and Markov chain Monte Carlo [2, 3, 24]. However, there exist several inevitable
drawbacks in both methods that prevent the free exploration to the space of different modeling
assumptions. On one hand, the inference methods are inevitably required to be re-derived even
if there are just minor changes, which can be mathematically arduous and time consuming [58].
On the other hand, as topic models have grown more expressive, in order to capture topic depen-
dencies or exploit conditional information, inference methods have become increasingly complex,
especially for non-conjugate models [64]. Recently, several effort has been made to solve those
problems [27, 42, 48]. Among them, the variational auto-encoders (VAEs) [26, 50, 54] are neural
options for inferencing topic model effectively. It applies a variational distribution parameterised
by a neural network to approximate the posterior of topic model. Along this line, NTM [39, 58]
was designed to learn topic’s word distribution and latent topic distribution with neural inference
network. Meanwhile, the NTM model is equipped with high flexibility which can be easy to tai-
lored in term of specific tasks without arduous mathematical inference. Therefore, several variants
and applications have been developed in multiple fields in the past years [35, 70].

Different from existing research efforts, in this article, we aim at developing effective topic mod-
els to jointly model both the correlation among job description, candidate resume and interview
assessment, and the individual characteristic of each collection.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this article, we aim to jointly model job description, resume, and interview assessment from the
representative perspectives. Meanwhile, we should take account of both the relationship among
three collections and the individual characteristic for each of them. For facilitating illustration,
some important mathematical notations used in this article are listed in Table 1. Then, the pre-
liminary discussions about our data and the formal definition of our problem can be found in the
following.
Formally, our dataset contains the recruitment documents of M unique applications, i.e., S =
{Sm = (Jm ,Rm ,Am )}Mm=1, where Rm and Jm are the resume of the mth candidate and the job de-
scription that she applied, andAm is the interview assessment tuple for this candidate. Specifically,
Am = [Am,1,Am,2, . . . ,Am,D ] containsD interview rounds, generallyD = 3. As the example shown
in Figure 1, job description Jm contains detailed job requirements. Resume Rm mainly consists of
the past work and project experiences of these candidates. Meanwhile, the assessment reportAm,d

records the evaluation of the candidate’s competences. According to the different goals of inter-
views, each record Am,d may evaluate the candidate in different aspects and depths. Since all of
the job descriptions, resumes, and interview assessments are textual data, we use bag-of-words to

represent them, e.g., Jm = {w J
m,n }N

J
m

n=1, similar to Rm and Am,d . In particular, we only consider the
skill keywords or other ability-related words, such as education-related keywords, as the candi-
date word bag to reduce unnecessary input noise. Along this line, we can formally describe our
problem of modeling the relationship and individual characteristic of the job description, resume,
and interview assessment as follows:

Problem 1. Given the recruitment document of M applications Sm = {(Jm ,Rm ,Am )}Mm=1, our
goal is two-fold: (G1) discover the strong relationships among job description Jm , resumes Rm , and
interview assessmentsAm ; (G2) model the individual characteristic or structure for each collection,
i.e., (G2.1) model the distant diversity level between job description Jm and other two collections
(Rm ,Am ); (G2.2) disentangle the representations of core competences and secondary abilities in

resume Rm ; (G2.3) explore the evolution of semantic topics over interview rounds {Amd }Dm

d=1
.
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Table 1. Mathematical Notations

Symbols Descriptions

Jm , Rm , Am , (Amd ) The job description that themth candidate applied, their resume, and the
corresponding assessment report (in the dth interview round).

K J , KR , KA The topic number in the job description, resume and assessment report.

V J , V R , VA The vocabulary in job description, resume and interview assessment.

φ J , φR , φA The topic sets in job description, resume and interview assessment.

θ Jm , θRm , θAm , (θA
md

) The topic distributions of job description, resume and assessment report
(in the dth interview round) for themth candidate.

θ Im The topic distribution shared by the resume and assessment report for the
mth candidate.

e Jm , eRm , eAm , (eA
md

) The embedding for job description, resume and assessment report (in the
dth interview round) for themth candidate.

w J
m,n ,w

R
m,n ,w

A
m,n , (w

A
md,n

) The nth word of job description, resume and assessment report (in the dth
interview round) for themth candidate.

z Jm , zRc,m , zRs,m , zA
md

The latent variable for job description that themth candidate applied, the
core competence variable and secondary variable for their resume, and the
latent variable for assessment report in the dth interview round.

C The hyper-parameter of the quotient ofKA orKR divided byK J in JLMIA.

c J
m′,n , c

R
m′i ,n

, cA
m′i ,n

The topic assignments of the nth word of the m′th job description, the
resume and assessment report for the m′i th candidate that apply this job
in JLMIA model.

hAm,i The hidden state of the LSTM layer for the dth interview round of themth
candidate in R-JLMIA.

t J , tR , tA The topic-specific vectors for job description, resume and interview report.

v J , vR , vA The word embedding vectors for job description, resume and interview
report.

α The parameter of the Dirichlet prior for θ J
m′ in JLMIA.

δ The variance parameter of the Gaussian prior for θ I
m′i

in JLMIA.

β J , βR , βA The parameters of Dirichlet prior for φ J , φR , and φA in JLMIA.
μ∗∗,δ∗∗ The mean and variance parameters of the prior and posterior of the

Gaussin latent variables in Neural-JLMIA and R-JLMIA.
ζ The variational parameters to preserve the lower bound of ELBO.

f∗ (·) The full connect network layer.
д(·) The non-liner active function.
M The number of unique applications.

4 TECHNICAL DETAILS OF JLMIA

In this section ,we first describe model formulation of JLMIA that can address the goal (G1) and
(G2.1) in some degrees. Then, the variational inference algorithm will be introduced to infer latent
variables.

4.1 Model Formulation

Tomodel the latent semantics in the job description, resume, and interview assessment, we assume

there exist latent topics, represented by φ J , φR , and φA, in all of them. Each topic φ∗i (i.e., φ
J
i , φ

R
i ,

or φAi ) is represented by a word distribution over the corresponding vocabulary. And, our tasks
are further transformed to model the relationships among these latent topics. On one hand, to
model the strong correlation among job description Jm , resume Rm, and interview assessmentAm ,
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Fig. 3. The graph representation for JLMIA model.

ALGORITHM 1: The Generative Process of JLMIA for Resume and Interview Assessment

(1) For each topic k of candidate interview record:

(a) Draw φR
k
from the Dirichlet prior Dir (βR ).

(b) Draw φA
k
from the Dirichlet prior Dir (βA).

(2) For each job description Jm′ :
(a) Sample topic distribution θ J

m′ ∼ Dir (α ).
(3) For each document pair (Rm′i ,Am

′
i
) collected from candidates applied to Jm′ :

(a) Sample topic distribution θ I
m′i
∼ N (h(θ J

m′ ,C ),δ
2)

(b) For the r -th wordwR
m′i ,r

in resume Rm′i :

(i) Draw topic assignment cR
m′i ,r

∼ Multi (π (θ I
m′i

)).

(ii) Draw wordwR
m′i ,r

∼ Multi (φR
cR
m′
i
r

).

(c) For the e-th wordwA
m′i ,e

in interview assessment Am′i :

(i) Draw topic assignment cA
m′i ,e

∼ Multi (π (θ I
m′i

)).

(ii) Draw wordwA
m′i ,e

∼ Multi (φA
zA
m′
i
e

).

we directly assume Rm and Am share the same pair-specific distribution θ Im over topics, while
θ Im are generated from the logistic-normal distribution with mean parameter related to the topic

distribution of job description θ Jm . On the other hand, for revealing the differences between the
diversity of those three collections, the topic numbers of φ J , φR , and φA are set as |KA | = |KR | =
C · |K J | = CK . In other words, for each topic in φ J , there are C topics in φR (φA) related to it. The
graphical model of JLMIA is shown in Figure 3. Since the generative process of job description is
the same as LDA [9], here, we only list the generative process for resume and interview assessment

{Rm ,Am } |M |m=1, shown in Algorithm 1. For convenience, we augment all applications to the same job

Jm′ as Im′ = {Rm′i ,Am′i }
Dm′
i=1 , wherem′ = 1, 2, . . . ,M ′, and

∑M ′
m′=1 Dm′ = M . In particular, h(θ ,C ), in

line 3.(a), is a vector concatenatingC log vectors of θ , i.e.,h(θ Jm ,C )k = loдθ
J

m,k ′, k
′ = k mod K , 1 ≤

k ′ ≤ K . π (θ ), in line 3.(b).i and 3.(c ).i , is the logistic transformation, i.e., π (θ I
m′i

)k =
exp {θ I

m′
i
,k
}

∑CK
t=1 exp {θ Im′

i
,t
} .

Due to the non-conjugacy of the logistic normal and multinomial, the latent parameters poste-
rior is intractable. Thus, we propose a variational inference algorithm for JLMIA.
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4.2 Variational Inference for JLMIA

Here, we develop a variational inference algorithm for JLMIA based on mean-field variational fam-
ilies. The basic idea behind variational inference is to optimize the free parameters of a distribution
over the latent variables, so that the distribution is close in Kullback–Liebler (KL) divergence
to true posterior. In our model, let us denote all latent variable parameters by Φ and all hyper-
parameters by Ω. Following the generative process, the joint distribution can be factored as

p (S,Φ|Ω) = p (Φ|Ω)
M ′∏

m′=1
P (Jm′, Im′ |Φ), (1)

where each component can be calculated by

p (Jm′, Im′ |Φ) = p
(
Jm′ |z Jm′,φ J

) Dm′∏
i=1

p
(
Rm′i |zRm′i ,φ

R
)
p
(
Am′i |zAm′i ,φ

A
)
,

p (Φ|Ω) =
M ′∏

m′=1

Dm′∏
i=1

p
(
θAm′i
|θ Jm′,δ 2

) N R
m′
i∏

r=1

p
(
cRm′i r
|θ Im′i
) NA

m′
i∏

e=1

p
(
cAm′i e
|θ Im′i
)

×
M ′∏

m′=1
p
(
θ Jm′ |α

) N J

m′∏
j=1

p
(
c Jm′j |θ Jm′

)
×

K∏
k=1

p
(
φ J

k
|β J
) CK∏
k=1

p
(
φRk |βR

)
p
(
φAk |βA

)
.

(2)

Then, corresponding to this joint distribution, we posit the fully factorized variational families
as following, where the detailed description of each term can be found in the Appendix:

q(Φ) =
K∏
k=1

q(φ J

k
)
CK∏
k=1

q(φRk )q(φ
A
k )

M ′∏
m′=1

q(θ Jm′ )

N
J

m′∏
j=1

q(c Jm′j )

×
M ′∏

m′=1

Dm′∏
i=1

CK∏
k=1

q(θ Im′i ,k
)

N R
m′
i∏

r=1

q(cRm′i r
)

NA
m′
i∏

e=1

q(cAm′i e
).

(3)

According to [7], minimizing the KL divergence between the variational distribution and true
posterior is equivalent to maximize the log likelihood bound of job interview records, which is the
evidence lower bound (ELBO):

loд p (S |Ω) ≥ Eq[loд p (S,Φ|Ω)] + H (q)

= Eq[loд p (Φ|Ω)] +
|M ′ |∑
m′=1

Eq[loд p (Jm′, Im′ |Φ)] + H (q),
(4)

where the expectation Eq[·] is taken with respect to the variational distribution in Equation (3),
and H (q) denotes the entropy of that distribution.
The largest challenge to maximize ELBO is the non-conjugacy of logistic normal and multino-

mial distributions, which leads to the difficulty in computing the excepted log probability of topic
assignments in documents of each candidate interview records. Similar to [63], we introduce a
new variational parameter ζ = {ζm′

1:|Dm |
}m′=1: |M | to preserve the lower bound of ELBO . Here, we

take the Eq[loдp (z
R
m′i r
|θA
m′i

)] as an example to explain it (the Eq[loдp (c
A
m′i e
|θA
m′i

)] can be computed
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in a similar way):

Eq
[
loдp
(
cRm′i r
|θ Im′i
)]
= Eq

[
θ I
m′i ,c

R
m′
i
r

]
− Eq

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣loд 	

CK∑
k=1

exp
{
θ Im′i ,k

}�
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

≥ Eq

[
θ I
m′i ,z

R
m′
i
r

]
− ζ −1m′i

	

CK∑
k=1

Eq
[
exp

{
θ Im′i ,k

}]� + 1 − loд(ζm′i ).
(5)

For maximizing the ELBO , we develop an EM-style algorithmwith a coordinate ascent approach
to optimize parameters, the details of which can be found in the Appendix.

5 NEURAL VERSION OF JLMIA

It has been reported that the variational inference algorithm used in JLMIA suffers from ardu-
ous mathematical derivation and lacks the flexibility of adapting to more expressive conditional
information and dependence assumption [58, 64]. Therefore, we turn to provide the NTM based
version of JLMIA, namely Neural-JLMIA, which is equipped with the same assumptions as JLMIA
but variational distributions parametrized by neural networks. To be specific, we will first provide
the formal definition of semantic topic space in NTM. Then, the technical details of Neural-JLMIA
will be introduced.

5.1 The Definition of Semantic Topic Space

Similar to the probability topic model, we assume that there exist topic sets, represented by φ J , φR ,
and φA, in a job description, resume, and job interview assessment, with the size K J , KR , and KA,
respectively. Then, we following [39] and introduce two parameters for each semantic topic space,

namely topic-specific vectors t J ∈ RK J ×H , tR ∈ RKR×H , and tA ∈ RKA×H , and word embedding

vectorsv J ∈ R |V J |×H ,vR ∈ R |V R |×H , vA ∈ R |V A |×H to generate φ J , φR , φA. Take φ J as an example,
we have

φ J = So f tmax (t J · (v J )T )T , (6)

where, H is the word embedding size for each word.
Note that v∗ can be initialized by the result of some word embedding models such as

Word2Vec [19], and Skip-gram model [40], after training on general datasets.
Furthermore, following the idea in LDA-based topic model, we assume that each job description

Jm , resume Rm , and interview assessment Am have topic distributions θ Jm ∈ RK J
, θRm ∈ RKR

, and

θAm ∈ RKA
, over corresponding topic sets, respectively. Then, we can generate each word in those

three collections similar as that in [39]. Take the generation process for job description Jm as the

example, we can generate each word w J
m,n ∈ Jm by word distribution θ Jm · φ J . In other word, the

generative possibility of given job descriptions Jm conditioning on θ J and β J can be computed
by

p (Jm |θ Jm , β J ) =
N
J
m∏

n=1

θ Jm · φ J

∗,w J
m,n

. (7)

Along with those formal definitions above, we turn into infer the topic space φ of each document
collection and the topic distribution θ of each document.

5.2 Neural-JLMIA

Same as JLMIA, there exists two main assumptions in Neural-JLMIA: (1) the resume and assess-
ment share the same topic distribution θA = θR = θ I . θ I can be produced from the share latent
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Fig. 4. The directed graphs for Neural-JLMIA and R-JLMIAmodel.We use solid lines to denote the generative

model, and dashed lines to denote the variational approximation to the intractable posterior.

variable zI between resume and assessment and the generative process of zI are conditioned on the
latent variable z J of job description; (2) the topic number in semantic topic space of job description,
resume, and interview assessment are constrained by K J < KR = KA. Note that, comparing with
JLMIA, which is constrained by KR = KA = CK J ,C ≥ 1, assumption 2, here is looser and more
reasonable. Guided by those assumptions, we define the generation and inference of Neural-JLMIA
in the following, where the directed graph can be found in Figure 4(a).

5.2.1 Generative Process. Here, with assumption 1, we construct Neural-JLMIA based on the
following generative probabilistic model:

p (J ,R,A, z J , zI ) = p (J |θ J , β J )p (R |θ I ,φR )p (A|θ I ,φA)p (zI |z J )p (z J ), (8)

where θ J and θ I are topic distributions projected from z J and zI , respectively; In addition,
p (J |θ J , β J ),p (R |θ I ,φR ), andp (A|θ I ,φR ) can be formulated similar as Equation (7). Here, we further
produce other items above for each applicationm following NTM [39, 58]:

p (z Jm ) = N (μ J , (δ J )2),

θ Jm = So f tmax ( fd J (z
J
m )),

p (zIm |z Jm ) = N (μ I (z Jm ), (δ I (z Jm ))2),

μ Im = fμ I (z
J
m ), log(δ Im )2 = fδ I (z

J
m ),

θ Im = So f tmax ( fdI (z
I
m )),

(9)

where, the latent random variable z J is sampled from the Gaussian distribution prior p (z J ) with
parameters μ J = 0 and δ J = I , and the projection between z J and θ J is deterministic without
sampling produce. Here, we apply a full connect (FC) layer f∗ (·) followed by Softmax function
as the implementation of the projection network.

5.2.2 Inference Process. Following the framework of neural variational inference, to approx-
imate the true posterior, we assume the infer model has the factorized form q(z J , zI |J ,R,A) =
q(z J |J )q(zI |R,A) and introduce an inference network to generate variational parameters. Here,
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we first specify q(z J |J ) as
q(z Jm |Jm ) = N (μ J

′
(Jm ), (δ J

′
(Jm ))2),

μ J
′
= fμ J ′ (e

J
m ), log(δ J

′
)2 = fδ J ′ (e

J
m ),

(10)

where continuous vector e Jm is the embedding of job description outputted by a encoder network.
In this article, for simplicity, we adopt this encoder architecture by FC layers with bag-of-words

(BOW) vector Jbowm of the job description as input, i.e.,

h Jm = д( fe J 1 (J
bow
m )), e Jm = д( fe J 2 (h

J
m )), (11)

where h Jm represents the hidden layer. Note that the encoders of resume and interview assessment
have similar definitions with different network parameters and inputs.
Then, we define q(zI |R,A) as following:

q(zIm |Rm ,Am ) = N (μ I
′
(zRm , z

A
m ), (δ I

′
(zRm , z

A
m ))2),

μ I
′
m = fμ I ′ (e

I
m ), log(δ I

′
m )2 = fδ I ′ (e

I
m ),

(12)

where e I is the joint embedding of resume R and interview assessment A. It is produced by the
similar network as the Equation (11) with the BOW vector of the combination of R and A under
the union vocabulary V I = V R ∪VA as the input.

Then, according to the variational inference framework, we can infer all latent variables in the
Neural-JLMIA model by minimizing the following loss function for each instance (Jm ,Rm ,Am ):

Lm = DKL (q(z
J
m |Jm ) | |p (z J )) + DKL (q(z

I
m |Rm ,Am ) | |p (z J ))

−E
q (z Jm )[loдp (Jm |θ Jm ,φ J )] − Eq (zRm )[logp (Rm |θ Im ,φR )] − Eq (zAm )[logp (Am |θ Im ,φA)],

(13)

where the terms in the last line are the conditional likelihood of the generation for job description,
resume, and assessments, respectively, which can be approximated for each Jm , Rm , and Am by
sampling [26] with the formulation:

E
q (z Jm )[loдp (Jm |θ Jm ,φ J )] =

N
J
m∑

n=1

logθ Jm · φ J

∗,w J
m,n

,

Eq (z Im )[logp (Rm |θ Im ,φR )] =
N R
m∑

n=1

logθ Im · φR∗,wR
m,n
,

Eq (z Im )[logp (Am |θ Im ,φA)] =
NA
m∑

n=1

logθ Im · φA∗,wA
m,n
.

(14)

6 TECHNICAL DETAILS OF R-JLMIA

After introducing JLMIA and Neural-JLMIA, which can mine the strong relationship among job
descriptions, resumes, and interview assessments effectively, here, we turn to refine JLMIA with R-
JLMIA to tackle all challenges (i.e., G1, G2.1–G2.3) together, i.e., modeling both the relationship and
individual characteristics among three collections, simultaneously. Figure 4(b) shows the directed
graph of R-JLMIA. To be specific, similar to Neural-JLMIA, R-JLMIA infers latent topic spaces φ J ,
φR , and φA in job descriptions, resumes, and interview assessments, respectively, through varia-
tional distributions parametrized by neural networks. And the topic distribution θ J , θR , and θA1:D
is produced from latent variables, z J , zR = {zRc , zRs } and zA1:D for each document in each collection
by neural networks.
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Fig. 5. The network architecture of R-JLMIA.

Then, our first goal to handle the relationship among different collections (G1) can be further
transformed to model the relationship among those latent variables. On one hand, considering
that candidates tend to write their resume with the job description as guidance, we assume that
the latent variable zR is generated with the latent variable z J as the conditional information.
On the other hand, noting that interviewers would like to design an interview process based on
both job description and resume, we assume that both zR and z J guide the generative process of
the latent variable zA1:D in each interview round. Therefore, the generative model of R-JLMIA can
be formulated as follows:

p (J ,R,A, z J , zRc , z
R
s , z

A
1:D ) = p (J , z

J )p (R, zRc , z
R
s |z J )p (A1:D , z

A
1:D |z J R ), (15)

where each term in the right side represents the individual generative process of each collection.
Note that, compared with JLMIA and Neural-JLMIA, the assumption here is more flexible and
reasonable without the constraint that resume and interview assessment must share the same
topic distribution or latent variable.
In particular, three components are introduced to model each term in Equation (15), respectively,

which are illustrated in Figure 5 with the overview of network structure. We first introduce the
main idea in each component as follows:

— In Ability-aware Job Representation, a NTM model is utilized to learn the latent representa-
tion z J of the job description.

— In Disentangled Talent Representation, a novel NTM model, named CDNTM, is proposed
to disentangle the latent representation of candidates’ core competences demonstrated in
resume (G2.2). That is, CDNTM ties the core competence related variable zRc with the job
latent variable z J and uses one secondary variable zRs to model other personal capacities
without conditional information.

— In Sequential Assessment Representation, with the combination z J R = z J ⊕ zRc ⊕ zRs as
conditional information, we propose SANTM to model the sequential structure in interview
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assessments, learn latent representation zA
d
for assessment reportAd in each interview round

(G2.3).

Besides, we assume different collections possess distinct semantic topic spaces with independent
topic number K J , KR , and kA. In particular, we set the topic number in job descriptions is smaller
than that of the other two collections, i.e., K J ≤ KR and K J ≤ KA (G2.1). In the following, the
technical details for each component would be introduced, successively.

6.1 Ability-Aware Job Representation

Here, we aim at distilling the ability-aware job representation from the job description. Specifically,

following NTM [39, 58], we define the generative model p (z Jm , Jm ) for each application Jm as

p (Jm , z
J
m ) = p (Jm |θ J ,φ J )p (z Jm ),

p (z Jm ) = N (μ J , (δ J )2),

θ Jm = So f tmax ( fd J (z
J
m )),

(16)

where, the prior distribution p (z Jm ) is the standard Gaussian distribution in which μ J = 0 and
δ J = I . For convenience, we name this NTM as Ability-aware Job NTM (AJNTM).

In the inference process, we define one Gaussian distribution q(z Jm |Jm ) to approximate the true
posterior as follows:

q(z Jm |Jm ) = N (μ J
′
(Jm ), (δ J

′
(Jm ))2),

μ Jm = fμ J ′ (e
J
m ), log(δ Jm )2 = fδ J ′ (e

J
m ),

(17)

where continuous vector e Jm is the embedding of job description outputted by the similar networks
as that for e J in the Equation (11).

Then, we can approximate the posterior distribution over z J by minimizing the negative varia-
tional lower bound for likelihood of job description as follows:

L J
m = DKL (q(z

J
m |Jm ) | |p (z J )) − E

q (z Jm )[logp (Jm |z Jm ,φ J )]. (18)

6.2 Disentangled Talent Representation

After obtaining ability-aware job representation of job description, we turn to extract latent rep-
resentation for candidate’s resume. It is supposed to represent candidates’ individual ability level
and imply the fitness to job post they applied. However, not all contents in a resume play equal
roles in demonstrating the candidate’s competence. Intuitively, the content related to the job de-
scription represents the core competence of candidates and catch more attention from recruiters
and interviewers. By contrast, some other certain information plays a secondary role in the can-
didate’s application and interview assessment. Along this line, we design a novel NTM structure,
named CDNTM, to disentangle the representation of talents’ core competences in resume with
the job representation z J as conditional information. Specifically, we assume that the latent rep-
resentation of the candidate’s resume can be divided into two parts, i.e., the competence-related
variable zRc (or named core variable) and secondary variable zRs . The competence-related variable
aims at capturing the candidate’s core competence required by the job posting. Therefore, we as-
sume zRc is generated from job representation z J . And the secondary variable zRs can be a vector
that represents other uncertain information. Guided by the directed graph in the Figure 4(b), we
can formulate the generative model p (Rm , z

R
c,m , z

R
s,m ) for each Rm as follows:

p (Rm , z
R
c,m , z

R
s,m ) = p (Rm |θRm ,φR )p (zRc .m |z Jm )p (zRs,m ). (19)
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To be specific, we first model the prior of competence-related variable zRc,m guided by the job

representation z Jm , which has been learned by AJNTM, and can be regarded as the observed con-
ditional information in CDNTM. That is

p (zRc,m |z J ) = N (μRc (z
J
m ), (δRc (z

J
m ))2),

μRc,m = fμRc (z
J
m ), log(δRc,m )2 = fδRc (z

J
m ).

(20)

In addition, we assume that the secondary variable zRs is distributed by the standard Gaussian
N (0, I ). Then, we can generate the topic distribution θRm as follows:

θRm = So f tmax ( fdR (z
R
c,m ⊕ zRs,m )), (21)

where ⊕ is the vector catenation operation.

Note that, we treat the mean μR
′

c,m and s.d. δR
′

c,m of the prior as neural functions of job repre-

sentation z Jm alone. This is sound and reasonable because we aims at capturing the core ability of
candidates that both required by the job description and demonstrated in the resume, suggesting
that either the job description or resume is capable of inferring the underlying semantics of core
ability in job-resume pairs, i.e., the representation of latent variable zRc,m .

As for inference process, we construct the approximate posterior distributions for latent vari-
ables zRc,m and zRs,m by introducing an inference model. Contrast to the variational neural prior,

where generate the prior of zRc,m only based on conditional information z Jm , here, we treat the pos-

terior distributions of zRc,m and zRs,m as the output of neural network only with the resume Rm as

the input. Specifically, we assume that the inferencemodel has a factorized formq(zRc,m .z
R
s,m |Rm ) =

q(zRc,m |Rm )q(zRs |zRc,m ,Rm ), specified as Gaussian distributions both:

q(zRc,m |Rm ) = N (μR
′

c (Rm ), (δR
′

c (Rm ))2),

q(zRs,m |Rm , zRc,m ) = N (μR
′

s (Rm , z
R
c,m ), (δR

′
s (Rm , z

R
c,m ))2).

(22)

In particular, the variational parameters μRc,m ,δ
R
c,m , μ

R
s,m , and δ

R
s,m can be computed by inference

networks conditioned on resume Rm :

μR
′

c,m = fμR′c (eRm ), log(δR
′

c,m )2 = fδR′c (eRm ),

μR
′

s,m = fμR′s (eRm ⊕ zRc,m ), log(δR
′

s,m )2 = fδR′s (eRm ⊕ zRc,m ),
(23)

where eRm is the embedding of resume Rm defined similarly as the Equation (11).
After the definitions of three components in CDNTM above, we can approximate the posterior

of latent variables zRc and zRs by minimize the negative variational lower bound as follows:

LR
m = DKL (q(z

R
c,m |Rm ) | |p (zRc,m |z Jm )) + DKL (q(z

R
s,m |Rm , zRc,m ) | |p (zRs,m ))

− Eq (zRc,m,zRs,m )[logp (Rm |zRc,m , zRs,m ,φR )],
(24)

where, the first term aims at closing the distance between the prior and posterior of competence-
related zRc,m . In other word, this term spurs the latent variable zRc,m to represent the core compe-
tence of candidates and imply the fitness between job and candidates.

6.3 Sequential Assessment Representation

With the processes of Ability-aware Job Representation and Disentangled Talent Representation,
we can learn the representations for both job description z J and resume zRc , z

R
s . Then, in order

to learn the representation for sequential interview assessment, we proposed one model, named
SANTM, to handle the sequential structure in multiple round interview assessments. Specifically,
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given the sequence of interview assessments Am = [Am,1,Am,2, . . . ,Am,D ], we consider the fol-
lowing conditional generative model, guided by the direct graph model in the Figure 4(b):

p (A, zAm,1:D |z J Rm ) =
D∏
d=1

p (Am,d |θAm,d ,φ
A)p (zAm,d |zAm,<d , z

J R
m ), (25)

where z J Rm is the combination of representations of job description and resume, i.e., z J Rm = z Jm ⊕
zRc,m ⊕ zRs,m . In other word, the generation of each interview assessment round would be guided
by the job, resume, and historical assessment report. In the following, we define each term in the
right side.
To be specific, we first integrate the information of historical interview assessments zA

m,<d
by

LSTM network [21]:

hAm,d = LSTM (hAm,d−1, z
A
m,d−1 ⊕ z J R ), (26)

where hAm,0 = 0, and zAm,0 = 0. Note that several other types of neural networks can also model the

historical interview assessments, such as the linear layer and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [14].
However, the LSTM layer achieves the best performance in our experiments.

Then, we can define the prior distribution p (zA
m,d
|zA
m,<d
, z J Rm ) as follows:

p (zAm,d |zAm,<d , z
J R
m ) = N (μA (zAm,<d , z

J R
m ), (δA (zAm,<d , z

J R
m ))2),

μAm,d = fμA (h
A
m,d ), log(δ

A
m,d )

2 = fδA (h
A
m,d ).

(27)

Next, the topic distribution θA
m,d

of the assessment Am,d can be produced by

θAm,d = So f tmax ( fdA (z
A
m,d )). (28)

Last, to infer the posterior distribution of latent variable zAm,1:D = q(zAm,1:D |Am .1:D ), which can

been factorized as ΠD
d=1

q(zA
m,d
|Am,d ), we define each item as follows:

q(zAm,d |Am,d ) = N (μA
′

d (Am,d ), (δ
A′
d (Am,d ))

2),

μA
′

m,d = fμA′ (e
A
m,d ), log(δ

A′
m,d )

2 = fδA′ (e
A
m,d ),

(29)

where the network f Aμ (·), f A
δ
(·) are shared among different interview rounds; eA

m,d
is the embed-

ding of interview assessment Am,d defined similarly as the Equation (11).
Guided by the neural variation inference framework, the variational lower bound for interview

assessment sequenceAm = [Am,1,Am,2, . . . ,Am,D ] of each candidate can be formulated as follows:

LA
m =

D∑
d=1

DKL

(
q
(
zAm,d |Am,d

)
| |p
(
zAm,d |zAm,<d , z

J R
m

))
− Eq (zA

m,d
)

[
logp

(
Am,d |zAm,d , z

J R
m ,φ

A
)]
.

(30)

Note that, when computing the prior for zA
m,d

, we use the generation model p (zA
m,d
|zA
m,<d
, z J Rm )

with latent representation of historical assessment reports zA
m,<d

as the input, where zA
m,<d

are

inferred from the posterior q(zA
m,<d

|Am,<d ) as shown in Figure 5, not from their prior like that

in [32].
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6.4 Joint Learning

As mentioned above, our R-JLMIA consists of three components, i.e., Ability-aware Job Represen-
tation, Disentangled Talent Representation, and Sequential Assessment Representation. Here, in
order to jointly learn the representations for the job, resume, and interview assessment, we op-

timize the composite loss with the consideration of L J
m , LR

m , and LA
m for each training instance

(Jm ,Rm ,Am ) as follows:

L∗m = L J
m + LR

m + LA
m

= −E
q (z Jm )[loдp (Jm |θ Jm ,φ J )] − Eq (zRm )[logp (Rm |θ Im ,φR )] −∑Dd=1 Eq (zA

m,d
)
[logp (Am,d |θAmd

,φA )]

︸��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������︷︷��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������︸
LBCE

+ DKL (q(z
J
m |Jm ) | |p (z Jm )) + DKL (q(z

R
s,m |R, zRc,m ) | |p (zRs,m ))︸��������������������������������������������������������������������︷︷��������������������������������������������������������������������︸

LKL1

+ DKL (q(z
R
c,m |Rm ) | |p (zRc,m |z Jm )) +∑D

d=1
DKL (q (z

A
m,d
|Am,d ) | |p (zAm,d

|zA
m, <d
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LKL2

,

(31)

where the loss function can also be re-divided into three elements in term of individual optimiza-
tion goal and functionality. LBCE

m is actually the conditional neg-likelihood for the job descrip-
tion, resume, and interview assessment, which can be approximated by sampling similar as Equa-
tion (14). LKL1

m and LKL2
m try to close the distance between the prior and posterior for all latent

variables. In particular, with the customized prior by the conditional information, the LKL2
m estab-

lishes the relationship among different document collections.

7 APPLICATIONS

In real-world interview scenarios, once a candidate applies one job, the recruiters need to identify
whether the candidate is suitable for the job based on their resume or preliminary communication
by telephone in the pre-screening stage. If so, the candidate would be sent to the following in-
person interviews for further evaluation in a face-to-face manner. Here, to enhance those two
stages in the job interview process, we turn to introduce two applications enabled by R-JLMIA,
i.e., Person-Job Fit and Skill Recommendation for Interview Assessment.

7.1 Person-Job Fit

Formally, given a job description Jд and a resume Rд , the objective of person-job fit is to measure
their matching degree. Note that, in the pre-screening stage, the recruiters need to identifywhether
the pair of the job and the candidate is suitable to each other once one applies for this job. Thus,
here, we follow [5] and formulate the person-job fit as a classification task, not a recommendation
task. To be specific, we proposed two approaches based on R-JLMIA to evaluate the person-job fit,
i.e., similarity based approach and classifier based approach, corresponding to unsupervised and
supervised methods, respectively.

7.1.1 Similarity Based Approach. In R-JLMIA, the latent variable zRc aims at representing the
abilities shared by both job description and resume. Thus, one natural option to measure the
person-job fit is to project the job description and resume into the semantic space of zRc and, then,
computing the similarity between their projections. Specifically, we need to first infer the latent

representation z Jд of job description by the posterior network q(z Jд |Jд ). To avoid sampling, we set

z Jд = μ Jд . Then, we can infer the distribution of projections of Jд and Rд by the prior network and
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posterior network of zRc in CDNTM as follows:

N (μRc,д ,δ
R
c,д ) = p (z

R
c,д |z Jд ),

N (μR
′

c,д ,δ
R′
c,д ) = q(z

R
c,д |Rд ).

(32)

Finally, we have two directions to measure the suitability between job description and resume,
by computing the divergence between those distributions of projections of Jд and Rд , such as KL

divergence, or similarity between the exceptions of those distributions μRc,д and μ
R′
c,д , such as Cosine

similarity.

7.1.2 Classifier Based Approach. Based on R-JLMIA, we can infer the posterior of latent variable

z Jд and zRc by the posterior network q(z Jд |Jд ) and q(zRc,д |Rд ). The exception μ Jд and μRc,д can be
regarded as the representations for the ability required by Jд and the core ability demonstrated
in Rд . Thus, another solution for person-job fit is using these representations instead of original
BOW as features to train classifiers, such as Random Forest.

7.2 Skill Recommendation for Interview Assessment

Here, we plan to recommend skills that should be investigated and evaluated during the follow-
ing interview round, which can contribute to effective job interviews in both the pre-screening
stage and in-person interviews. For example, in pre-screening stage, the recommended skills can
enhance the design of the distinguishing questions in automatic interview systems [56] to screen
candidates efficiently and effectively. For in-person interviews, this application provides helpful
guidance to design effective interview procedures, like selecting suitable interviewers proficient in
those recommended skills, and producing effective interview questions for systematically judging
the competences of candidates.
Specifically, given the job description Jд , resume Rд and the historical assessment reportsAд,<d ,

we need forecast the topic distribution θA
д,d

for the dth interview assessment round in the first step.

Here, we start with inferring the latent joint representations z J Rд of job and resume according to
the posterior networks defined in AJNTM and CDNTM models. To avoid sampling, we use the

catenation of the expectations for latent variable z Jд , z
R
c,д , and z

R
s,д as the joint representation, i.e.,

z J Rд = μ Jд ⊕ μRc,д ⊕ μRs,д ; Then, we output the latent representation for each historical assessment

Aд,i , i < d by leveraging the trained posterior network without sampling, i.e., zAд,i = μAд,i . Next,

the latent representation zA
д,d
= μA

д,d
for the next assessment can be forecasted by the prior net-

work with Equations (26) and (27). Last, zA
д,d

can be projected into the topic distribution θA
д,d

of

assessment by the Equation (28).
In the second step, with learned topic set φA, we can estimate the probability of each skill key-

words sAi in vocabularyVA that occurred on the next assessment round, byMд,d (s
A
i ) = θ

A
д,d
· βA∗,sAi .

Then, we can recommend suitable skills for the next interview assessment by sorting theMд,d (s
A
i ).

8 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we will estimate the performance of our models based on extensive experiments
conducted on a real-world interview dataset in terms of document modeling and two real-world
applications, successively.

8.1 Data Description

The dataset used in the experiments is the historical interview data provided by a high-tech com-
pany in China, which contains a total of 14,702 candidate interview records. To be specific, with
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Fig. 6. The word distributions of job description, resume and interview assessment.

Table 2. The Statistics of the Dataset

Statistics Values

# of job descriptions 1,920
# of resumes 3,890
# of interview assessments 4,664
Average ability keywords per job description 32.302
Average ability keywords per resume 107.720
Average ability keywords per assessment report in 1st interview round 40.078
Average ability keywords per assessment report in 2nd interview round 36.182
Average ability keywords per assessment report in 3rd interview round 31.194
The size of vocabulary for job description 2,796
The size of vocabulary for resume 6,320
The size of vocabulary for interview assessment 5,146

the help of several staffing experts, we manually screened records with high-quality interview
assessment written by senior interviewers, and removed the records which lack details in job de-
scription or resume. In addition, in order to guarantee the quality of interview assessment, we only
persevered the records with complete sequential interview assessment reports that consists of all
three assessment reports during three-round interview assessments. After that, the filtered dataset
contains 4,664 interview records related to 1,920 job positions and 3,890 candidates. Note that it
is reasonable that the number of interview records is larger than that of resumes because a can-
didate may apply for multiple job positions and have experienced different interview procedures.
Moreover, to generate the ability-related words in our collections, we followed the idea in [47]
and trained a LSTM-CRF model to extract the possible ability-related words. Then, several staffing
experts further cleaned the keywords. Finally, some statistics related to our pruned dataset can
be found in Table 2. Furthermore, we illustrate the word number distribution of job descriptions,
resumes, and interview assessments in Figures 6(a–c), respectively.
Moreover, as the discussion above, there exists a strong relationship among job descriptions,

resumes, and interview assessments. Here, we provide an intuitive perspective about this relation-
ship by illustrating keyword distribution. Specifically, we selected interview records related to job
positions for data mining engineers as the example shown in Figure 7. As we all know, in job
descriptions, this category of job positions not only requires basic programming ability, such as
“Python” or “C++”, but also expects that candidates acquire sufficient knowledge related to “ma-
chine learning” and “data mining”, such as “deep learning’ or “nlp” ( namely natural language
processing). Correspondingly, in resumes, candidates prefer to declare the programming language
they adept at, and list experiences or projects that contain “prediction’ or “classification” tasks to
demonstrate their proficiency in data mining and machine learning. In addition, as for assessment
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Fig. 7. The word cloud representation of job description, resume, and assessment reports in three rounds

related to the jobs for data mining engineers, where the size of each keyword is proportional to its frequency.

reports in three interview rounds, we can find that the first interview round pays more attention
to basic aptitude investigation about programming, while the second interview round is more
concerned about core technology requirement, namely detailed technology of “machine learning”,
with keywords “gradient boosting decision tree (gbdt)”, “classification”, “nlp”, and “recommen-
dation”. In addition, it seems that interviewers in the third round would like to evaluate candidates
from a more comprehensive and high-level perspective, relevant to both “machine learning” based
“projects” and personal quality based assessment, such as “shortcoming” and “conscientiousness”,
even personal attitude to “working overtime”.

8.2 Experimental Setup

In this section, we introduce the detailed settings in our experiments, which can be split into two
parts: Parameter Setting and Training Details.

8.2.1 Parameters Settings. In JLMIA, we empirically set fixed parameters as {δ 2, β J , βR .βE } =
{0.01, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1}. In Neural-JLMIA and R-JLMIA, we first need to embed eachword in job descrip-
tions, resumes, and interview assessments. Here, we used the parameters of pre-trained Skip-gram
models within those three collections, respectively, to initialize the word embedding vectors pa-
rameters v J , vR , and vA. The embedding size of each word is set as 256. Note that those word
embeddings would be further fine-tuned in the training process. Then, as for the document em-
bedding layers of three collections, we also set all dimensions of embedding vectors e J , eR , eA as
256. Besides, the dimensions of all latent variables z J and zI in Neural-JLMIA and z J , zRc , z

R
s , and

zA
d
in R-JLMIA were set as 128. Moreover, the dimension of hidden state for LSTM in SANTM

model was set as 128. And, we implement the non-linear active function д by ReLU [18] in Neural-
JLMIA, AJNTM, and CDNTM models, and by LeakyReLU [36] with negative slope parameter 0.2
in SANTM model. In addition, we use batch normalization following each FC layer, which tends
to improve model performance and speed up training [6, 20]. As for topic number parameters K J ,
KR , and KA, we would discuss the selection for them with more details in Section 8.4.
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8.2.2 Training Detail. As for JLMIA, we utilized the EM algorithm to inference all variational
parameters and latent variables based on the generative process in Algorithm 1, the details of
which can be found in the Appendix. Here, we turn to introduce training details of Neural-JLMIA
and R-JLMIA. Specifically, for R-JLMIA, to achieve better convergence result, we first pre-trained
AJNTM model with the loss function in Equation (18) for 1,000 epochs. Then trained the combi-
nation of AJNTM and CDNTM model for 1,000 epochs with the joint loss function by summing
Equations (18) and (24). Last, we trained the overall model according to the complete loss function
in Equation (31). Similarly, as for Neural-JLMIA, we initialized partial parameters related to mod-
eling job description with pre-trained AJNTM, then we trained overall Neural-JLMIA based on
loss function in Equation (13). Moreover, we set batch size as 32, and apply the Adam optimization
algorithm with the learning rate of 0.001 to optimize parameters. Here, we randomly select 80%
interview document tuples as the training dataset, 10% for the validation dataset, and the other is
used to test the performance.

8.3 Benchmark Methods

To evaluate the performance of our models, we introduce several classic or state-of-the-art repre-
sentation learning methods as baseline models. Specifically,

— Bag-of-words Representation (BOW). We use the BOW vector of each job description,
resume, and interview assessment under their vocabularies as their representations, respec-
tively. The ith dimension of each vector for each document is the frequency of the ith word
of the corresponding vocabulary.

—Word Embedding based Representation (Word2Vec) [40].We, respectively, trained the
Skip-Gram models in job descriptions, resumes, and interview assessments. Then, the aver-
age word vector of each document in three collections is regarded as its representation.

— Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [9]. We merged the job description the candidate ap-
plied, their resume, and corresponding interview assessment as a document for training LDA.
Then, for testing, we infer the topic distributions of those three documents as their represen-
tations with the individual document as the input, respectively. In addition, we also use the
combination of the job description and resume for training LDA in terms of the application
of person-job fit. We call those two models as LDA and LDA_jr, respectively.

— Neural Topic Model (NTM) [39]. NTM is a state-of-the-art variant of LDA with the neu-
ral inference network . Similar to LDA, we merged the job description a candidate applied
for, their resume, and corresponding interview assessment as a document for training NTM.
Then, the topic distributions of those three documents are inferred as their representations
with the individual document as the input, respectively. The network structure of encoder
and decoder is set same as that in AJNTM. In addition, we also trained NTM without assess-
ment reports as input. We call those two models as NTM and NTM_jr, respectively.

— Batch Normalization-Variational Autoencoder (BNVAE) [78]. BNVAE is a state-of-the-
art variant of VAE [26] for text modeling, which uses the batch normalization on mean
parameters of the Gaussian latent variables. Here, in the training procedure, we use a 256-
dimension word embedding layer and a shared LSTM layer with 256 hidden size as the
encoder to embedding the job description the candidate applied, their resume, and corre-
sponding interview assessment, respectively. Then, the mean of the last states of those three
collections is fed to full connection layers to produce the parameters of the Gaussian latent
variable with the size of 128. The MLP network with a hidden layer sized 256 has been used
as the decoder to project the latent variable into the word distribution on vocabulary. Then,
for testing, we infer the expectation of the latent variable as the representation with each
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collection as input, respectively. In addition, we also trained BNVAE without assessment
reports as input. We call those two models as BNVAE and BNVAE_jr, respectively.

Besides, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of different components and assumptions in our
approaches, we also constructed several variants of our approaches as additional baselines:

— JLMIA_jr is a variant of JLMIA, where the input data only contains job descriptions and
resumes with the empty interview assessment.

— Neural-JLMIA_jr is a variant of Neural-JLMIA with only job descriptions and resumes as
input data.

—R-JLMIA_jr is the combination of AJNTM and CDNMTmodels to learn the representations
of job descriptions and resumes.

— R-JLMIA w/o zRs is a variant of R-JLMIA where we do not disentangle the competence-
related variable zRc and secondary variable zRs in CDNTMmodel. In other words, we only ap-
ply a latent variable zRc in CDNTM to learning the representation of resumes, which amounts
to removing the latent variable zRs .

— R-JLMIA_a is a variant of the SANTM model where we only learn the representation of
interview assessments by replacing the joint representation z J R , learned by AJNTM and
CDNTM, with the embedding of the combination of the job description and resume. Specif-
ically, the embedding vector can be produced by the MLP networks with the splice of their
BOW vectors as the input.

— R-JLMIA_Linear is a variant of R-JLMIA where we replace the LSTM unit in SANTM with
a full connection layer followed by the Relu activation.

— R-JLMIA_GRU is a variant of R-JLMIA where we replace the LSTM unit in SANTM with
GRU [14].

Actually, we can also regard JLMIA and Neural-JLMIA as the variants of R-JLMIA, where the
basic assumptions of JLMIA and Neural-JLMIA are contained in that of R-JLMIA.

8.4 Evaluation on Jointly Document Modeling

Here, we aim at evaluating the quality of document modeling for job descriptions, resumes, and
interview assessments, respectively. Specifically, as a document generative model, we use the per-
plexity (PPL) as the main metric to evaluate the generative capacity and the quality of learned
representation. In document modeling, perplexity is computed as exp (− 1

M

∑M
m=1

1
Nm

p (dm )), where
M is the number of documents, Nm represents the length of themth document dm , i.e., Jm , Rm , or
Am . Since p (dm ) is intractable in our models and baselines. We use the variational lower bound to
estimate the perplexity following [39], which is the upper bound of perplexity. And, following [52],
test dataset was selected as the held-out dataset.

8.4.1 Performance Analysis. Here, we first evaluate the parameter sensitivity for R-JLMIA by
varying the numbers of topic K J , KR , and KA, respectively. Specifically, we first analyzed the im-
pact ofK J on the performance of AJNTM for modeling the job description. Then, the performance
of CDNTM for modeling resume would be evaluated with pre-trained AJNTM model and suitable
and fixed K J . Finally, the performance of SANTM for modeling the interview assessment will be
estimated with pre-trained AJNTM and CDNTM models, where the KR and K J are fixed at suit-
able numbers. As the result shown in Figure 8, we can observe that the perplexity of each word
tends to decrease as the number of topic increase, which is same as that in probabilistic topic mod-
els. And the suitable parameters should be located at the minimum number when the perplexity
curve starts to converge. Thus, we chose the topic number K J , KR , and KA as 50, 100, and 120,
successively for the following experiments.
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Fig. 8. The performance of R-JLMIA for modeling different collections with different parameters.

Table 3. The Performance of Our Models and Baselines over

the Document Modeling

Job Description Resume Assessment
K PPL K PPL K PPL

LDA_jr 70 812.58 70 1,800.75 – –
LDA 150 993.25 150 1,917.84 150 1,486.33
NTM_jr 100 1,008.81 100 1,324.90 – –
NTM 150 1,610.61 150 1,784.01 150 1,161.09
BNVAE_jr – 1,325.24 – 2,067.28 – –
BNVAE – 1,705.85 – 2,390.00 – 1,691.79

JLMIA_jr 30 877.34 60 1,781.35 – –
JLMIA 50 916.89 100 1,622.95 100 1,200.59
Neural-JLMIA_jr 50 414.88 100 1,346.56 – –
Neural-JLMIA 50 412.99 150 1,477.48 150 1,114.90
R-JLMIA w/o zRs 50 407.64 100 1,367.15 120 1,124.98
R-JLMIA_jr 50 395.81 100 1,342.19 – –
R-JLMIA_a – – – – 120 1,537.45
R-JLMIA_Linear 50 402.57 100 1,371.60 120 1,151.07
R-JLMIA_GRU 50 396.84 100 1,340.51 120 1,110.48
R-JLMIA 50 399.41 100 1,337.82 120 1,067.31

We show the parameter of the number of topics if possible.

The best result is highlighted in bold.

Then, we compare the performance of different models, where we also tune the topic number
in each baseline liked that in R-JLMIA. According to the result shown in Table 3, we realize that R-
JLMIA outperforms all other models. Meanwhile, compared with LDA and NTM, all JLMIA based
models (i.e., JLMIA, Neural-JLMIA, and R-JLMIA) have achieve a significant improvement on the
performance of document modeling. It verifies the rationality of our assumptions on the relation
and individual character among different document collections. Interestingly, we also find that
Neural-JLMIA performs better than JLMIA, which may be owing to the flexibility and powerful
fitting ability of neural variational inference.
In addition, we further compare our models with their variants. As for R-JLMIA, we first find

that removing the latent variable zRs leads to a significant performance decrease on modeling re-
sume and interview assessment. It demonstrate the necessity of disentangling competence-related
variables and secondary variables. Moreover, without modeling job description and resume, R-
JLMIA_a also fails to perform better on modeling interview assessment. It shows that MLP net-
works can not capture sufficient representation from job descriptions and resumes. In particular,
when the input data only contains job description and resume, i.e., comparing R-JLMIA_jr,
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JLMIA_jr, and Neural-JLMIA_jr, we note that R-JLMIA_jr achieves the best performance. That
further verifies the extensibility of R-JLMIA for different situations. In addition, compared with
R-JLMIA_Linear and R-JLMIA_GRU, R-JLMIA with the LSTM layer to capture the evolution of
semantic information over different interview rounds can model the assessment reports better.

8.5 Performance of Person-Job Fit

Here, we evaluate the performance of different models in terms of person-job fit. Specifically, given
a job description and a resume, we aim to measure the matching degree based on similarity based
approaches and classifier based approaches mentioned above.

8.5.1 Data Preparation. As a classification task, the person-job fit requires both positive and
negative samples to evaluate our approaches and baselines. However, in our datasets, only positive
samples have been persevered, where candidates have passed the pre-screening stage and been
evaluated in in-person interviews, even hired. Thus, we also need to prepare unsuitable pairs of
job descriptions and resumes as negative samples. Although, we can intuitively regard the failed
job applications as negative samples, we do not know the exact reasons behind these failures. For
example, some failed applications are just due to the low pay benefits, or other similar reasons in
offer negotiation. We cannot distinguish those samples from other candidates without the right
skills due to the incomplete records in our data source. Therefore, we manually generated the
same number of negative samples for both the training dataset, if needed, and the testing dataset by
randomly selecting resumes and job descriptions from our dataset, i.e., the successful job interview
records. Along this line, the experiments will only focus on the representation of latent topics,
while interference from other factors will be impaired.

8.5.2 Adjustment for Benchmark Methods. For comparison, here, we selected Cosine and KL as
the similarity metrics in similarity based approach and selected Random Forests, and GBDT as
classifiers in classifier based approach. Please note that because the similarity between two BOW
vectors under different vocabulary or two Word2Vec vectors under two collections are meaning-
less, we did not treat it as baselines, here. And for LDA, NTM, JLMIA, Neural-JLMIA, and their
variants, KL divergence of the representation vectors of the job description and resume is actually
the distance between two topic distributions for them, same as that in [55]. For BNVAE and BN-
VAE_jr, the Cosine similarity is computed between the expectations of the latent variables for job
description and resume, and the KL divergence is derived on the distributions of those two latent
variables.

8.5.3 Performance Analysis. Table 4 shows the person-job fit performance of our models and
baselines with the area under the precision-recall curve (PR AUC) and receiver operating

characteristic curve (ROC AUC) as metrics. From the results, we find that R-JLMIA achieves
the best performance in both similarity based approaches and classifier based approaches. It in-
dicates that our proposed approaches can effectively capture the latent relationship between job
description and resume. JLMIA based models consistently outperform LDA based models, but not
neural network based baselines, i.e., NTM and BNVAE, which indicates the powerful modeling
ability of neural networks. Neural-JLMIA tends to capture better performance than both JLMIA,
and other baselines, which demonstrates the effectiveness of neural variational inference and our
approaches again.
In addition, we also have some interesting findings by comparing different variants of our ap-

proaches. First, we note that with modeling assessment, JLMIA based models have demonstrated a
significant performance increase on similarity based approaches compared with JLMIA_jr, Neural-
JLMIA_jr, and R-JLMIA_jr, respectively, with similar performance on classifier based approaches.
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Table 4. The Person-Job Fit Performance of Our Approaches and other Baselines

Cosine Similarity Kullback–Leibler Random Forest GBDT

PR ROC PR ROC PR ROC PR ROC

BOW – – – – 0.6733 0.6947 0.6122 0.6882
Word2Vec – – – – 0.8035 0.8256 0.7568 0.8066
LDA_jr 0.7340 0.6954 0.7299 0.7118 0.7932 0.8072 0.7789 0.8048
LDA 0.7184 0.6690 0.6996 0.6860 0.7491 0.7873 0.7479 0.7827
NTM_jr 0.7501 0.7471 0.7492 0.7601 0.8899 0.8782 0.8802 0.8727
NTM 0.7398 0.7784 0.7057 0.7505 0.8982 0.8908 0.8737 0.8686
BNVAE_jr 0.7724 0.7555 0.7273 0.7140 0.9030 0.8852 0.8714 0.8713
BNVAE 0.8029 0.8035 0.7471 0.7441 0.8918 0.8754 0.8705 0.8645

JLMIA_jr 0.7295 0.7417 0.6773 0.6775 0.8167 0.8386 0.8228 0.8303
JLMIA 0.7762 0.7710 0.7436 0.7425 0.8387 0.8486 0.8242 0.8347
Neural-JLMIA_jr 0.6926 0.7311 0.6852 0.7356 0.9006 0.8887 0.8963 0.8853
Neural-JLMIA 0.7845 0.8155 0.8051 0.8341 0.9020 0.8878 0.8731 0.8754
R-JLMIA w/o zRs 0.8506 0.8740 0.8839 0.9013 0.9337 0.9217 0.9344 0.9242
R-JLMIA_jr 0.8326 0.8561 0.8909 0.9032 0.9304 0.9177 0.9310 0.9227
R-JLMIA_Linear 0.8470 0.8657 0.8879 0.8929 0.9283 0.9163 0.9308 0.9239
R-JLMIA_GRU 0.8667 0.8764 0.8891 0.8930 0.9313 0.9174 0.9244 0.9216
R-JLMIA 0.8481 0.8767 0.9050 0.9101 0.9346 0.9243 0.9361 0.9277

The best result is highlighted in bold.

It shows that JLMIA based model can capture more discriminative representation with the guid-
ance of interview assessment reports. However, the contrary phenomenons have appeared in LDA,
NTM, and BNVAE based models. Second, by comparing R-JLMIA and R-JLMIA w/o zRs , we find
that removing the latent variable zRs has not lead to a significant change on the person-job fit
performance. It may be because both models have captured the core competences from resumes,
which are the most essential criterion for measuring person-job fit. Third, we find that R-JLMIA
achieves better performance than R-JLMIA_Linear and R-JLMIA_GRU. It indicates that the LSTM
layer used in R-JLMIAmaymodel the dependence over different interview rounds better, and, thus,
provide better guidance for capturing the relation between job description and resume. Last but
not least, our designed KL based similarity in R-JLMIA based models achieve consistently better
performance than cosine similarity with a significant margin. It suggests that the similarity of dis-
tributions of latent variable z J and zRc can provide a more accurate measurement of person-job fit
than the similarity of expectation of topic distributions.

8.6 Performance of Skill Recommendation for Interview Assessment

To evaluate the performance of our methods on another application, i.e., skill recommendation
for interview assessment, we compare the recommended skill keywords with the true assessment
report, and use F@N as the metric, which is the harmonic mean of the precision P@N and recall
R@N for the top N recommended keywords:

F@N =
2P@N ∗ R@N

P@N + R@N
,

P@N =
N +

N
, R@N =

N +

NA
,

(33)
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where NA is the number of keywords in the assessment report, N + denotes the number of key-
words in recommended keywords that are the same as or strongly related to a keyword in the
true assessment report. In particular, we consider the strong relationship among keywords when
computing those criteria. For example, “python” is one of the “programming languages”. “CNN”
is the abbreviation of “convolutional neural network”. Here, to figure out those strong relation-
ship terms, we first cluster those keywords based on the simple rules, like that cluster two phrases
when one is included in the other, such as “C++” and “C++ programming”. Then, several recruiting
experts are asked to screen those relationship terms or add some new ones. Finally, 17,900 strong
relationship terms have been found in the assessment vocabulary.

8.6.1 Adjustment for Benchmark Methods. For the comparison, we need to adjust baselines for
recommending skills. Specifically, for topic model based approaches, we need to predicate the topic
distribution θA

д,d
of the next interview assessment Aд,d based on the job description Jд , resume Rд

and historical assessment reports A<d in the first step. Here, we list the detailed adjustments for
different models as follows:

— LDA and NTM. The topic distribution θ J RA
д,<d

of the combination of the corresponding job

description, resume, and historical assessment reports can be inferred as the prediction of
the next interview assessment.

— JLMIA. First, the topic distribution of job description which can be further projected into the

topic space in interview assessment as θ J 2Aд . Then, the topic distributions θRд and θA
д,<d

of re-

sume or historical assessment can also be regarded as the prediction of interview assessment.

Finally, the average of θ J 2Aд , θRд , and θ
A
д,<d

is regarded as the predication.

— Neural-JLMIA. As the advanced variant of JLMIA, Neural-JLMIA can learn the joint topic
distribution θRA

д,<d
of the combination of resume and historical assessment. Thus, different

from that in JLMIA, the average of θRA
д,<d

and θ J 2Aд is used as the final prediction.

Then, in the second step, similar as that in R-JLMIA, we can figure out the generative probability
Mд,d (s

A
i ) of each keyword sAi , respectively, to recommend suitable skills for interview.

For BNVAE, we used the tuple of the job description, resume, and historical assessment reports
as the input of the encoder, and infer the expectation of the latent variable as the input of the
decoder to predict the word distribution, i.e., the generative probabilityMд,d (s

A
i ) of each keyword

sAi , in the next interview round. In addition, we also add another basic baseline, which recommends
skill keywords by sorting keywords according to their frequency in historical interview reports of
each interview round, called Frequency.

8.6.2 Performance Analysis. Table 5 shows the performance of skill recommendation for inter-
view based on F@5, F@10, and F@15. According to the results, we can find that R-JLMIA and
its variants outperform other baselines with a significant margin. In addition, due to the lack of a
specific design for modeling the sequence structure of interview assessment, JLMIA and Neural-
JLMIA have demonstrated similar performance as LDA, NTM, and BNVAE. Meanwhile, compared
with R-JLMIA, R-JLMIA w/o zRs , and R-JLMIA_a have suffered from performance decrease, espe-
cially in terms of F@5 metric in all three interview rounds. It indicates that modeling jobs and
resumes and disentangling the competence-related and secondary variables are both beneficial for
capturing the meaningful representation of job or resume, which guides skill recommendation for
interview assessment. In addition, R-JLMIA and R-JLMIA_GRU achieve better performance than
R-JLMIA_Linear, which indicates that the simple linear layer cannot capture the evolution of the
semantic information over different interview rounds. In particular, R-JLMIA tends to achieve the
best performance with the LSTM layer.
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Table 5. The Performance of Our Approaches and Baselines over Skill Recommendation

for Interview Assessment

1st Round 2nd Round 3rd Rund
F@5 F@10 F@15 F@5 F@10 F@15 F@5 F@10 F@15

Frequency 0.0646 0.0371 0.0797 0.1011 0.0883 0.1167 0.1283 0.1153 0.1249
LDA 0.1188 0.1521 0.1771 0.1363 0.1687 0.1862 0.1267 0.1513 0.1616
NTM 0.1294 0.1659 0.1874 0.1404 0.1852 0.2051 0.1289 0.1600 0.1786
BNVAE 0.1431 0.1796 0.2006 0.1541 0.1988 0.2191 0.1325 0.1635 0.1773

JLMIA 0.1247 0.1655 0.1911 0.1466 0.1817 0.2037 0.1169 0.1492 0.1651
Neural-JLMIA 0.1195 0.1547 0.1755 0.1361 0.1712 0.1939 0.1269 0.1572 0.1790
R-JLMIA w/o zRs 0.1580 0.2091 0.2360 0.1554 0.2042 0.2300 0.1255 0.1787 0.2013
R-JLMIA_a 0.1481 0.2038 0.2312 0.1375 0.1773 0.2008 0.1137 0.1530 0.1745
R-JLMIA_Linear 0.0757 0.1284 0.1582 0.1417 0.1890 0.2112 0.1290 0.1678 0.1888
R-JLMIA_GRU 0.1652 0.2122 0.2443 0.1672 0.2098 0.2338 0.1438 0.1868 0.2070
R-JLMIA 0.1703 0.2145 0.2413 0.1620 0.2120 0.2339 0.1523 0.1931 0.2137

The best result is highlighted in bold.

8.7 Case Study

After quantitative evaluations, we turn to provide two case studies to illustrate the effectiveness
and interpretability of R-JLMIA on person-job fit with representation disentanglement and skill
recommendation for interview assessment, respectively.

8.7.1 Person-Job Fit with Representation Disentanglement. Taking the senior product manager
position as an example, we show the word cloud of job descriptions and resumes and infer their
topic distributions on corresponding semantic space based on the posterior of latent variables z J ,
zRc ⊕ zRs , respectively. Furthermore, in order to illustrate the degree of person-job fit, we further

compared semantic information of the prior zR
′

c and posterior zRc by presenting the topic distribu-
tions in resume space projected from them with the secondary variable zRs = 0, respectively. In
addition, the capability to disentangle talents’ core competence can be demonstrated by comparing
the topic distributions generated from zRc and zRs by setting the other as 0, respectively.

All results can be found in Figure 9, where the top six keywords in each related topic are provided.
We can find that this job position is mainly responsible for “product design” based on “effect evalu-
ation” and “user feedback” and require “communication skills” and “innovation”. Correspondingly,
the top three topics are all about those with more related keywords, like “operation”, “product plan-
ning”, “user experience”, “data analysis”, and “competitive produce”. For the resume, we find several
experiences related to “product manager” for “mobile games”. As a result, the top three topics are
equipped with more keywords “planning”, “user experience”, “market”, and “game”. Meanwhile,

according to Figure 9(e), we can note that topic distributions generated from the prior zR
′

c and
posterior zRc are similar with the same high possibility topics #32, #54, and #80. Those topics are
all about the product manager from different aspects, like technological process, popularization,
and user experience. Therefore, we can claim that the candidate is suitable for this job. In addition,
from Figure 9(f), we find that R-JLMIA disentangles successfully the core competences related to
the product manager with the secondary capability, i.e., experiences related to “mobile games”.

8.7.2 Recommendation for Interview. Table 6 shows the example for an application to algorithm
developer. We present the major job requirements, candidate’s experiences, skill keywords inves-
tigated by interviewers, and the recommended skill keywords by R-JLMIA and LDA. From the
results, we can find that recommended skills by R-JLMIA have similar focuses as the true assess-
ment report in all three rounds. To be specific, for the first round, both true assessment report
and recommended skills focus on the foundational requirement in the job description, where data
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Fig. 9. The case study of person-job fit and representation disentanglement.

structure related keywords, such as “array” and “sorting”, and “clear thinking” are involved in both
them with keywords. However, the true assessment report also includes the design of algorithm
with keywords, “dynamic programming”, while programming related keywords, such as “Python”,
“C++”, and “programming ability”, are more involved in recommended skill keywords, By contrast,
the second round focuses more on professional technology related to “machine learning” in both
true assessment report and recommended skills, despite there exist multiple different keywords in
them. For the third round, interviewers would like to provide a more comprehensive evaluation
from the historical experience, such as “CTR estimation”, to several personal qualities. It also has
been captured by R-JLMIA with recommended keywords “work experience’, “shortcoming”, “cog-
nitive”, and so on. Finally, LDA tends to recommend similar skills for all three interview rounds
(there exist several differences among the orders of keywords for different interview rounds). By
contrast, R-JLMIA cannot only provide a more accurate recommendation, but also capture the evo-
lution of topics among interview rounds with distant skill keywords in each round. In addition,
note that interviewers may focus on one partial aspect during each interview round due to the
limited time or interviewer’s preferences. Therefore, we also highlighted other skills (blue) related
to the job description or resume in the recommended list, which has been missed in the true inter-
view report. We can find that R-JLMIA provides more reasonable and diverse skill keywords for
interviewers.

9 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this article, we first developed preliminarymodel, named JLMIA, tomine the relationship among
job description, candidate resume, and interview assessment. Then, we further designed an en-
hanced model, named Neural-JLMIA, to improve the representative capability by applying neural
variance inference. Last, we proposed to refine JLMIA with R-JLMIA by modeling individual char-
acteristics for each collection, i.e., disentangling the core competence from resume and capturing
the evolution of the semantic topics over different interview rounds. As a result, our approaches
can effectively learn the representative perspectives of different job interview processes from the
successful job interview records in history. Furthermore, we exploited our approaches for two
real-world applications, namely person-job fit and skill recommendation for interview assessment.
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Table 6. The Case Study of Skill Recommendation for Interview Assessment

Algorithm Developer

Job
Description

− Have a deep understanding of data structure and algorithm
design, and familiar with C/C++ or Python programming.
− Experience in NLP or machine learning is preferred.
− Clear thinking, good communication skills, pressure
resistance and team work ability.

Resume
� Having experience in programming projects based
on C/C++ and Python. . .

� Have experience in machine learning and deep learning,
such as, intelligent scheduling of online car hailing,
advertising system, Click-Through-Rate(CTR) estimation. . .

Skills in
Interview
Assessment

(1) Clear thinking, algorithm design, feature extraction,
dynamic programming, optimization space, array, sorting.

(2) Data mining, data preprocessing, feature selection, classification,
clear thinking, stack, offline, python, anti cheating.

(3) CTR estimation, offline, model training, team development,
advertisement, executive power, shortcomings, cognitive ability.

Skills
Recommended
by R-JLMIA

(1) Python, C++, thread, array, programming ability, string, map,
sorting, linked list, clear thinking.

(2) data mining, recommender, clear thinking, Python, gbdt,
NLP, C++, SVM, programming ability, classification.

(3) Pressure resistance, responsibility, initiative, cognitive, work
experience, shortcomings, initiative, clear thinking, values, project.

Skills
Recommended
by LDA

(1) Advertisement, hadoop, machine learning, Python, spark,
recommend, hive, big data, data mining, sorting.

(2) Advertisement, hadoop, machine learning, Python, spark,
recommend, hive, big data, data mining, sorting.

(3) Advertisement, hadoop, machine learning, Python, spark,
recommend, hive, sorting, big data, data mining.

The correct keywords recommended are highlighted by red, while we also color other keywords related to job

description and resume with blue. Skills recommended by R-JLMIA and LDA are sorted by their generative

probability.

Extensive experiments conducted on real-world data clearly validate the effectiveness of JLMIA,
which can lead to substantially less bias in job interviews and provide an interpretable understand-
ing of job interview assessment.

APPENDIX

A EM ALGORITHM OF VARIATIONAL INFERENCE FOR JLMIA

In this Appendix, we give some details of the EM-style algorithm of variational inference outlined
in Section 4.2
First of all, we define each variational distribution term of the variational families in Equation (3).

To be specific, the variational distribution of each topic proportion vector θ Jm′ is Dirichlet param-

eterized by vector γ J
m′ . The variational distribution of θA

m′d,k , the kth dimension of topic propor-

tion vector θ I
m′d , is univariate Gaussians {γ I

m′d,k ,δ
2}. The variational distribution of c Jm′j , c

R
m′dr ,

and cA
m′de are specified by free Multinomial with parameters ϕ J

m′j,1:K ,ϕ
R
m′dr,1:CK and ϕA

m′de,1:CK
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respectively. The variational distribution of φ J

k
, φR

k
, and φA

k
are Dirithlet parameterized by λ J

k,1: |V J | ,
λR
k,1: |V R | , and λ

A
k,1: |V E | , where |V J |, |V R | and |VA | are the lengths of vocabularies of job description,

resume and interview assessment, respectively.
Actually, we find each term of ELBO in JLMIA is similar to some parts of ELBO in LDAmodel [9]

or CTM model [63], except Eq[loдp (θ
I
m′d |θ J ,δ 2)], which can be computed by

Eq[loд p (θ
I
m′d |θ J ,δ 2)] = Eq[loд N (θ Im′d |h(θ Jm′,C ),δ 2I )] =

−CK
2

(loд δ 2 + loд 2π ) − 1

2δ 2

CK∑
k=1

Eq[(θ
I
m′d,k − loд θ Jm′,k ′ )2],

Eq[(θ
I
m′d,k − loд θ Jm′,k ′ )2] = δ 2 + Ψ′(γ J

m′,k ′ ) − Ψ′( |γ J
m′,1:K |)

+(γ Im′d,k − Ψ(γ J

m′,k ′ ) + Ψ( |γ J
m′,1:K |))2,

where we assume that |γ J
m′,1:K | =

∑K
i=1 γ

J

m′,k , and k
′ = k mod K . Similar symbols are not described

later for simplicity. And the Ψ(·) is Digamma function with derivative Ψ′(·).
Then, we describe our EM-style algorithm. In E-step, we employ coordinate ascent approach to

optimize all variational parameters. First, we optimize the ζm′d in Equation (5):

ζ̂m′d =
CK∑
k=1

exp
{
γ Im′d,k + δ

2/2
}
.

Second, we optimize ϕ J
m′j,1:K , ϕ

R
m′dr,1:CK and ϕA

m′de,1:CK for each coordinate. Assume thatw J
m′j =

c ,wR
m′dr = t andwA

m′de = i:

ϕ̂ J

m′j,k ∝ exp{Ψ(λ J
k,c

) − Ψ( |λ J
k,1: |V J | |) + Ψ(γ

J

m′,k ) − Ψ( |γ J
m′,1:K |)},

ϕ̂Rm′dr,k ∝ exp{Ψ(λRk,t ) − Ψ( |λRk,1: |V R | |) + γ Im′d,k },
ϕ̂Am′de,k ∝ exp{Ψ(λAk,i ) − Ψ( |λAk,1: |V A | |) + γ Im′d,k }.

Third, we optimize γ J
m . Due to no analytic solution, we use Newton’s method for each coordi-

nate:

dELBO

dγ J
m′,i

= − 1

2δ 2

D′m∑
d=1

CK∑
k=1

(
2(Ψ(γ J

m′,k ′ ) − Ψ( |γ J
m′,1:K |) − γ Im′d,k )

× (δ ik ′Ψ′(γ J

m′,k ′ ) − Ψ′( |γ J
m′,1:K |)) + δ ik ′Ψ′′(γ J

m′,k ′ ) − Ψ′′( |γ J
m′,1:K |)

)

+

K∑
k=1

( |ϕ J

m′1:N J
m,k
| + αk − γ J

m′,k ) (δ
i
kΨ
′(γ J

m′,k ) − Ψ′( |γ J
m′,1:K |)),

where function δ
y
x = 1, only if x = y, otherwise, δ

y
x = 0.

Fourth, we optimize γ I
m′d,1:CK . Due to no analytic solution, again, we use conjugate gradient

algorithm with derivative:

dELBO

dγ I
m′d,k

= − 1

δ 2

(
γ Im′d,k − Ψ(γ J

m′,k ′ ) + Ψ( |γ J
m′,1:K |)

)
+ |ϕR

m′d1:N R
m′d ,k
|

+ |ϕA
m′d1:NA

m′d ,k
| − (N R

m′d + N
A
m′d )ζ

−1
m′dexp{γ Im′d,k + δ 2/2}.
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Last, we optimize λ J , λR , and λA. Their calculation process are similar, token λ J
k,c

and λA
k,i

as

examples:

λ J
k,c
= β Jc +

M ′∑
m′=1

N
J

m′∑
j=1

ϕ J

m′j,kδ
c

w
J

m′ j
,

λAk,i = βAi +
M ′∑

m′=1

Dm′∑
d=1

NA
m′d∑
e=1

ϕ J

m′de,kδ
i
wA
m′de
.

In the M-step, we maximize the ELBO with respect to parameter α , similar to LDA, and regard
the other hyper-parameters in Ω as fixed parameters.

Table A.1. The Performance Based on Precise@K of our Approaches and Baselines over Skill

Recommendation for Interview Assessment

1st Round 2nd Round 3rd Rund
P@5 P@10 P@15 P@5 P@10 P@15 P@5 P@10 P@15

Frequency 0.1773 0.1627 0.1632 0.1109 0.1407 0.1385 0.1773 0.1642 0.1390
LDA 0.2690 0.2338 0.2236 0.3118 0.2647 0.2355 0.2762 0.2223 0.1969
NTM 0.2996 0.2657 0.2454 0.2743 0.2444 0.2154 0.2317 0.2021 0.1829
BNVAE 0.3229 0.2776 0.2565 0.3294 0.2906 0.2662 0.2618 0.2249 0.2015

JLMIA 0.2835 0.2507 0.2357 0.3383 0.2747 0.2475 0.2510 0.2113 0.1907
Neural-JLMIA 0.2713 0.2323 0.2113 0.3068 0.2556 0.2335 0.2614 0.2221 0.2057
R-JLMIA w/o zRs 0.3903 0.3430 0.3076 0.3863 0.3282 0.2946 0.2845 0.2581 0.2353
R-JLMIA_a 0.3612 0.3241 0.2976 0.3264 0.2702 0.2484 0.2389 0.2117 0.1934
R-JLMIA_Linear 0.2050 0.2101 0.2061 0.3256 0.2825 0.2556 0.2750 0.2348 0.2153
R-JLMIA_GRU 0.4012 0.3477 0.3184 0.3967 0.3278 0.2956 0.3131 0.2651 0.2378
R-JLMIA 0.4216 0.3574 0.3208 0.3966 0.3454 0.3058 0.3399 0.2793 0.2483

The best result is highlighted in bold.

Table A.2. The Performance Based on Recall@K of our Approaches and Baselines over Skill

Recommendation for Interview Assessment

1st Round 2nd Round 3rd Rund
R@5 R@10 R@15 R@5 R@10 R@15 R@5 R@10 R@15

Frequency 0.0395 0.0734 0.1058 0.0223 0.0644 0.0988 0.0514 0.0905 0.1134
LDA 0.0763 0.1127 0.1466 0.0872 0.1238 0.1539 0.0822 0.1147 0.1371
NTM 0.0825 0.1206 0.1516 0.0732 0.1131 0.1383 0.0691 0.1025 0.1283
BNVAE 0.0888 0.1266 0.1621 0.0907 0.1338 0.1715 0.0782 0.1128 0.1380

JLMIA 0.0799 0.1235 0.1607 0.0936 0.1358 0.1730 0.0762 0.1153 0.1455
Neural-JLMIA 0.0766 0.1160 0.1501 0.0874 0.1288 0.1658 0.0838 0.1217 0.1584
R-JLMIA w/o zRs 0.0990 0.1504 0.1914 0.0973 0.1482 0.1886 0.0805 0.1366 0.1759
R-JLMIA_a 0.0932 0.1486 0.1890 0.0871 0.1319 0.1684 0.0746 0.1198 0.1589
R-JLMIA_Linear 0.0464 0.0925 0.1284 0.0906 0.1420 0.1799 0.0843 0.1306 0.1682
R-JLMIA_GRU 0.1040 0.1527 0.1982 0.1059 0.1543 0.1933 0.0933 0.1442 0.1832
R-JLMIA 0.1067 0.1532 0.1934 0.1018 0.1530 0.1894 0.0981 0.1476 0.1875

The best result is highlighted in bold.
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